"Give a lie twenty-four hours start, and it will take a hundred years to
overtake it." (by C.F. Dixon-Johnson, British author of the 1916 book,
The Armenians, appalled over the deceitful practices of his book's
subject.) Well, we are almost there after close to a century, and let us
expose these Armenian fabrications to the fullest extent possible:

A Partial List of 'Brochures Series' showing some of the
Forged Documents and other Activities:
01.

02.

03.

04.

05.

A portrait of Talaat Pasha superimposed
on a heap of skulls taken from the painting “Apotheosis of War” on the
cover of Der Völkermord an den Armeniern vor Gericht, a version of which was
published by Carroll & Graff Publishers, NY, 1980

CAN YOU BELIEVE THIS?

Altered photo of the father of Turkey, Atatürk
with puppies, Prof. Dr. Türkkaya Ataöv, Armenian Falsifications, Okey
Enterprises, Inc., New York, NY 2008.

……… : ……………..
……… : 0.2 MILLION
1980’s : 0.5 MILLION

NOW IMAGINE THAT…

FABRICATION ATTRIBUTED TO HITLER (See, for example, Heath
Lowry,“TheUnited States Congress and Adolf Hitler on the Armenians,” Political
Communication and Persuasion 3, 1985: 123)
NOW CONSIDER THIS…Altered photo with caption “A Turkish official
taunting starving Armenians with bread'” in The Great Game of Genocide.
Imperialism, Nationalism and the Destruction of the Ottoman Armenians by
Donald Bloxham, Oxford University Press, 2005.
GENOCIDE??? YOU DECIDE. (See also Guenter Lewy, “Can there be
genocide without the intent to commit genocide?” Journal of Genocide
Research, Volume 9, issue 4 December 2007 , pp. 661 – 674)

06. NUMBERS GAME? (See also Şükrü S. Aya, The Genocide of Truth, Chapter
15, İstanbul Commerce University, 2008)
07. TURKISH DIPLOMATS/families MURDERED BY ARMENIAN
*
TERRORIST ORGANIZATIONS (asala/jcag/ara)
*Armenian Secret Army for the Liberation of Armenia/Justice Commandos Against Genocide/…….

08.

ARMENIAN FABRICATIONS

THE THREE PILLARS(Crumbling) (See also Guenter Lewy, “Revisiting
the Armenian Genocide,” Middle East Quarterly, Fall 2005)

Dear reader, please ask the Armenian propagandists
why they resort to these forgeries and fabrications
Please visit also: http://armenians-1915.blogspot.com/
http://tallarmeniantale.com/

2000’s : 1.0 MILLION
2010’s : 1.5 MILLION
GOING,

GOING…

These, they say, are the numbers of Armenians killed (ever increased
year by year!). …..It is almost like playing a numbers game with the
lives of people. However, it is a matter that should be taken very
seriously.
Before turning the page over, consider also the Turks who were killed
by armed Armenians: 518,105 dead from 1914 to 1921 according to
the Turkish State Archives (2001). Also, "It is a well-known fact that
even in the last war [WWI] the native Christians, despite the Turkish
[[SS
cautions, armed themselves and fought on the side of the Allies. In
these conflicts, they were not idle, but they were well supplied with
artillery, machine guns and inflicted heavy losses on their enemies [the
Turks]." George M.Lamsa (Christian Missionary) The Secret of the
Near East, The Ideal Press, Philadelphia (1923), p. 133. (from the
chapter entitled “The Armenian Revolution")
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Remembering from Brochure 5 of this series (please see p.4 for a listing) that the
Ottoman administration ordered the Armenian minority to be removed from
Eastern Anatolia because of their uprising in collusion with the Allies during WWI,
and considering their terrorist activities behind the Turkish forces fighting the
invading Russians on the Eastern front, the number of Armenians relocated were
2
as follows :

The numbers on the cover are supposed to be the number of Armenians that
were killed at the hands of the Turks some 95 years ago, as propagandized by
a few Armenian organizations, such as ANCA (Armenian National Committee
of America). Notwithstanding the fact that the claimants somehow are totally
oblivious to the hundreds of thousands of Turks and Kurds that were also
killed during those terrible times of the demise of the Ottoman Empire in the
early twentieth century while the Armenians were aiding and abetting the
Russian and French armies invading the Ottoman lands, and instigating the
ensuing internal savagery, the question arises: WHY DO THESE NUMBERS
KEEP CHANGING if they are so sure of their claims? What are these numbers
based on? Is it only a NUMBERS GAME to fit their upwardly changing
agenda?

a- A British memorandum on “relief needs,”
Oct. 30th 1918 speaks of deportation
1,000,000.
b- Cypriot historian Sonyel gives this figure as
800,000.
c- Raymond Kevorkian speaks of
870,000.
d- Boghos Nubar, head of Paris delegation, states
in 1918 that the relocated number was
700,000. only, and
that 390,000 were alive (310,000 unaccounted as of the writing date
from 1915 until 1918)

To begin with, let us examine how many Armenians lived in the Ottoman
Empire, how many of them were relocated, how many reached their
destinations in 1915, but returned with the Russian or French Armies or
immigrated to the Greek Islands, Cyprus, France, the U.S., Egypt, Palestine,
Lebanon and Russia in large numbers or returned to Turkey.

The third and most important issue concerns the Armenians who survived, and
safely reached their destinations. Some settled there and started new businesses;
some returned after the surrendering to the Ottoman Empire in 1918. Some
returned with French and British armies into Cilicia hoping to establish a foothold
3
there.

As a reference, the Ottoman state’s 1915 census showed an Armenian
1
population of 1,294,851. Estimates of some other sources are :
1- US Senate Joint Res. 192/April 22, 1922
Total Armenian population on Dec. 31, 1922
2- US Senate Res. – Nov.10, 1919 - Doc 151, p.8
Total Armenian population in Nov. 1919
3- Paris ConferenceFeb.1919, Reported by *American Official George Montgomery”
4- Reported by Dr.. F. Nansen, Head of
League of Nations Emigrant Commission, Nov. 1919
5- Reported by Armenian PM Katchaznuni and Historian
A.A. Lalaian June, 1918
6- Paris Conference, Feb. 1919, Reported by
Boghos Nubar & Greek PM Venizelos
7- “New York Times” Oct. 22, 1915
8- Encyclopedia Britannica – 1914
9- National Geographic, Oct.1915, - p.329
(All areas including Russia and Persia )

1,414,000.
1,293,000.
1,104,000.
1,080,000.
1,000,000.
880,000.
1,200,000.
1,500,000.
2,000,000.

Looking at these numbers,
HOW CAN ONE CLAIM MORE KILLED THAN THE EXISTING POPULATION IN
THE CONTESTED AREAS??
DO NUMBERS LIE??
(Please continue on to next page)
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According to Richard Hovannissian, “Armenia on the Road of Independence”,
Berkeley Univ. Press, pp.14-15,“By the end of 1916, nearly 300,000 Ottoman
Armenians had sought safety in Transcaucasia, where nearly half were destined to
3
die from famine and disease. ”
References. 1,2,3. Şükrü S. Aya, The Genocide of Truth,, Istanbul Commerce
University, Jan. 2008, p. 303
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
It should be clear by now, dear reader, that the total number of Armenians who
lived in the contested areas of the Ottoman Empire before the First World War did
not exceed 1.3 million. How it is possible to kill 1.5 million people out of total
population of 1.3 million (at a rate of 10,000 killings/day) and still have a balance
of 1,414,000 or increase by 10%. (See item -1- on opposite page) Deaths of
Armenians on Ottoman soils during 1914-1919 estimated to be in the range of
300,000-400,000 plus deaths in Armenia under their own government 19171919 approx. 200.000. Obviously not all or more than all of them could have been
killed as the numbers have been ratcheted upwards year by year by some
organizations such as ANCA (Armenian National Committee of America), as you
see on the cover of this brochure. It is true that many perished along with Turks
and Kurds, not only because of fighting but also because of hunger, disease and
other calamities during the WWI and relocation. Armenians who made it alive to
Syria, then also part of the Ottoman Empire, were not sent to death camps.
Indeed, they became the ancestors of today’s huge Armenian diaspora and
members of ANCA. And yet they have been perpetrating these fabrications for
years. Enough is enough. Please spread the word, tell your representatives not to
believe these kind of malicious fabrications and set the record straight. Thank you.
[Concerned People To Set The Record Straight: info@cptstrs.org.
.
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